Dear students

Kedu? (How are you?)

Thank you for taking part in the project called 'A little something about me'.

I have shown your wonderful paintings to some students I have been working with in schools in England.

They have put together some questions that they would like to ask you in this little book so they can know more about you and Umologho.

When you have filled in these books they will be returned to the students in England. They are also making 'A little something about themselves' for you.

At the end of this book there is some space for you to ask some questions to young people in England. If so, please write what you would like to ask.

We hope you enjoy doing this. We really look forward to reading your book and thank you for your effort in making this.

We would like to ask you in this little book so they can know more about you and Umologho.

Your students

Kedu? (How are you?)

O di mma.

I am fine.

Bev Carter

Do your roads in the village have names, like in England? If so, please write a name of a road.

Why is the ground so dry?

Do you see snakes in the village?

How often do you go to the village stream to collect water?

It takes me 20 minutes to walk down to the village stream and fetch water.

How long does it take you to walk to the village stream from your home?
Tell us about your journey to school and how long did it take?

What time does your school start and finish?

Please write down any questions that you would like to ask young people in England in the space below. They will make and send their little books to you.

Your name: CHUKWU ECHARRIA
Age: Sixteen years
School: S. M. G. S. S.
Are you male or female: female

What time did you wake up this morning?

I woke up at 5.00am.

Tell us about your journey to school and how long did it take?
What sports do you like to play?

I like to play handball.

How many people do you think live in Umologho Village now?

Tell us something about Umologho and its history?

Umologho meant Children of logho. There was a man named Logho owning many wives and gave birth to many children. Later he died and his children went called Umologho.

Tell us something you like about Umologho...

I like Umologho in the sense that they have a well-known hospital called Mercy Hospital and also they have many things like other villages and it is well organised and well developed. Some how, Umologho are so kind to their visitors and strangers.

What subjects do you like at school?

I like English, Mathematics, Economics.

Thank you very much for filling in this book. We hope you enjoyed it too.

Where can you see around your village now?

I can see people around.

What are usual places you go to?

At umologho church right.

How many people do you think live in Umologho?

They are up to 500 hundred.
What do you like about your school?

I like the way they guide and direct us on how to achieve our academic goals.

Do you have any animals and what are they?

Yes, we have. They are goat, dog, sheep and pigs and others.

Have you ever used a computer?

I have never been to the Internet and where did you go to use it?

Do you have a mobile phone that you use?

I know I don't have a mobile phone.

What are the names of your brothers and sisters and how old are they?

I'm 14 years old. My name is Sarah. My favorite place is my home. My animal is a dog and I have a name of my own. My age is 14 years old. My name is Sarah. My age is 14 years old. My name is Sarah. My age is 14 years old. My name is Sarah.
What fruits or vegetables do you grow on your farm or family compound?

Fruits: orange, guava and pawpaw and other fruits.
Vegetables: all kinds of vegetables.

What is your favorite food?

My favorite food is food from India.

Do you help with cooking food at home and what meals can you help to make?

Yes, I help with cooking food at home and I can help to make rice, ido and also help to prepare morning meals and to serve them.

Are there any crocodiles in the water?

No, there are no crocodiles in the water.

How do you think your school should be improved?

I should be improved by building the school and by bringing in more teachers.

What do you do in your free time?

I like doing my free time.